Week of June 20th 2022
OUR PURPOSE: Connecting the world to share food and care for one
another
OUR MISSION: Delivering success for our customers through industry
leading people, products, and solutions.

Peach- LOCAL GA

Cherries

Plums

100495 | case
Get one of your favorite peaches from the
Genuine Georgia Group- best there is to
oﬀer!

100563 | case
California cherries have a sweet, mildly tart
ﬂavor well suited for both savory and sweet
preparations eat them raw, make jam, or
pickle

Red and Black | case
we have both 101133 Red and 100540
Black plums available . Enjoy stone fruit
while in season and at its ﬁnest!

Baby Romaine- LOCAL
400881 | case
harvested at a small stage of growth. They
taste like regular Romaine, but are lighter
green in color and a little sweeter and
crunchier

Watermelon - LOCAL
100634 | case
Georgia has the perfect climate to produce
a consistent crop with good yields and
sweet melons. Most watermelons are
grown primarily in and around Crisp county
near the city of Cordele.

White Corn - LOCAL
400250 | 48 ct
LG Herndon Jr Farms , Lyons GA White
corn has a sweet, delicate ﬂavor well-suited
for fresh and cooked preparations,
including roasting, sautéing, steaming,
boiling, and grilling.

Assorted Field Peas LOCAL
PREORDER | 10#
black eye, pinkeye, crowder, lady pea and
butter beans are all available . Best to order
what is available and not be too speciﬁc ,
they harvest what is available that day.
Support your local Farmer!

Supply may be limited, order now while supplies last!
www.freshpoint.com/atlanta

Vidalia Onion- LOCAL
701017 | case
sweeter than other onions, but the unusual
sweetness of Vidalia onions is due to the
low amount of sulfur in the soil in which
Vidalia onions are grown.

Rhubarb
400877 | 15#
A tell-tale sign of spring! The edible part of
this perennial plant is the vibrant pink stalk,
which is almost always cooked with lots of
sugar because it is very sour.

GOLD Kiwi
400365 | case
The Gold kiwi has bronze toned, smooth,
hairless paper-thin skin. The golden ﬂesh is
dotted with the trademark edible black
seeds. Its ﬂavors are sweet and tropical
with notes of pineapple and mango

Baby Salad Mix- LOCAL
501104 | case
Crisp, sweet, tender, or buttery, Vertical
Roots lettuces are nutritious, pesticide-free
baby romaine mix comes in variety of colors
and textures for your culinary masterpieces

Heirloom Tomato LOCAL
401126 | case
These red heirloom are similar a fan
favorite , ugli tomato. Support local

